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Abstract
We introduce a simple two-period adaptive-learning model to analyze how “primitive” choice behavior
affects payoffs in minimal information settings, and then we conduct an experiment to observe how this
behavior (thus payoffs) varies across people. Individuals choose between two uncertain payoff distributions,
only knowing the support. In the first round they choose one alternative and receive a payoff. In the second
round they probabilistically decide whether to choose the same alternative, or to switch. When analyzing the
response function, i.e., a mapping from obtained payoffs to the probability of choosing the same alternative in
the second round, we find that increasing response functions improve payoff performance (on average). This
improvement is maximized when response functions display maximum strength: that is, when they always
prescribe “switch” following a minimum payoff, and “stay” following a maximum payoff. We run an experiment
to elicit many second round choices from each subject in order to estimate his/her response function. We
find that nearly two thirds of subjects’ response functions are increasing, and nearly half are of maximum
strength. Finally, we explain classes’ differing payoff performances in terms of the interaction between the
shapes of their response functions and the (unknown) payoff distributions they face.
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Introduction

Imagine that Bob is a salesman with broad knowledge of green technology, but who only has direct experience
in selling LED lighting. Bob is now looking for a higher paying, heavily commission-based sales job, and is
choosing between a solar-tech company and a wind-tech company. While it is relatively easy for him to imagine
the range of possible earnings he can make in each company, it is difficult for him to have a clear sense of what
the probability distributions over possible earnings with each company might look like. On the other hand, Bob
will experience a realized level of earnings at the chosen company. If Bob then decides to move to a far-away
city where he again finds himself choosing between the local solar-tech and wind-tech company, the level of
earnings experienced at his first choice may influence his second decision considerably, even if it did little in
the way of revealing to him the probability distributions over possible earnings levels in each type of company.
Although many important economic decisions involve learning and share the key features of this example—
little opportunity for learning through direct experience, and only minimal knowledge about uncertain payoff
distributions—little is known about how the first experienced outcome affects the chances that the individual
makes the same choice when given a second opportunity, or how this effect shapes the economic performance of
the individual.1 In this paper we provide an answer to these, and other related questions.
The learning setting just described can be made more concrete in the following way: now imagine that Bob
walks up to two slot machines. Dropping a coin in either machine will yield him a prize of anywhere from one
to five gold bars. However, he knows nothing about the probability distribution over prizes for either machine.
Bob has exactly two coins in his pocket. Upon choosing a machine for the first coin it yields him a prize of
from one to five gold bars. After experiencing this prize Bob decides to drop his second coin in either the same
machine, or switch, at which point the chosen machine yields him a second prize.2
We build a simple two-period adaptive-learning model of choice in this setting—in which one knows nothing
about the shapes of the two probability distributions over outcomes—and analyze how one’s pattern of responses
to experienced payoffs affects future payoffs. The model imposes minimal structure on the learning environment,
by assuming nothing more than that the individual can respond differently after experiencing different payoffs.
This feature, combined with the presence of just one learning opportunity, make the model straightforward to
estimate with laboratory data. Since the first period choice is made on the basis of no information, it might
as well be assigned exogenously, so our learning model treats it as such. On the other hand, the second period
1
Many important household decisions occur infrequently, thus allow only limited opportunities for learning. A few examples are
the choice of realtor when selling a house, of a lawyer for litigation, or of a school for each child. Similarly, investment decisions,
such as whether to participate in the IPO of a certain company and subsequent secondary offerings, may not be available often,
giving investors only limited opportunities to learn from their own experiences.
2
This problem is an extremely short-lived multi-armed bandit in which the individual is not endowed with prior beliefs. Thus, her
initial choice may be regarded as random and her second (and final) choice as pure exploitation—given that there are no subsequent
decisions, there are no incentives to experiment.
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choice may depend on the payoff experienced as a result of the first period choice. Thus, our model represents
the second period choice as a Bernoulli distribution in which the probability of choosing the same alternative
that was chosen in the first period is determined by the first period payoff. This representation defines a response
function, i.e., a function mapping the experienced payoff to the probability of choosing the same alternative in
both periods. The response function, therefore, represents the “primitive” reaction of an individual to obtained
payoffs, in a problem where decisions are made not “from description” of how likely the payoff consequences of
different alternatives are, but “from experience” (cf. Erev and Haruvy (2013)).3
The shape of the response function plays a critical role in our analysis: if each alternative’s payoff distribution
is the same in both periods, the shape of an individual’s response function affects her second period payoffs,
because it determines the probability of choosing the best alternative with respect to standard criteria for
ranking payoff distributions.4 In particular, our analysis reveals that, if the response function of an individual
is increasing, the individual’s second period choice is more likely to first-order stochastically dominate the
unchosen alternative (Proposition 1). The intuition is simple: if larger payoffs lead to a higher probability of
sticking with the same alternative, then a first-order stochastically dominant alternative, which by definition is
more likely to yield such higher payoffs than the dominated alternative, is more likely to be chosen again than is
the other alternative. Analogously, if the response function of an individual is concave, the individual’s second
period choice is more likely to second-order stochastically dominate the unchosen alternative (Proposition 3).
Hence, individuals with increasing response functions earn higher expected payoffs than individuals with response
functions that are irresponsive to payoffs, and individuals with concave response functions experience less overall
payoff variance than do individuals with non-concave response functions.5 We then turn our attention to the
strength of the effects of experience on payoff performance. In particular, we provide a condition under which
an increasing response function cannot be dominated in performance by any other response function, meaning
that no other response function can, for all pairs of payoff distributions, yield a higher expected probability of
choosing the dominant distribution in the second period. We show that a response function is not dominated in
performance if and only if it is maximum strength, meaning that it switches with probability one if the obtained
payoff is the lowest, and stays with probability one if the obtained payoff is the highest (Proposition 2). As a
3

The objective of this paper, in contrast with the majority of the theoretical work and experimental data analysis in Decision
Theory, is not to rationalize observed behavior, but instead to analyze the response function, characterize the empirical distribution
of response functions across individuals, and study the economic performance of different types of response functions. While our
approach abstracts from the mechanism of choice, treating it as a black box, it still allows us to analyze choice and its consequences
on subsequent payoffs, having assumed almost nothing. Attempts to rationalize the behavior we describe below are left for future
research (see the discussion in Subsection 6.3).
4
It has long been observed in the psychology and computer sciences literatures that learning models which increase the probability
of choosing those alternatives that have been successful, have the property that the “ex-ante” expected value of the probability of
choosing the alternative that is most likely to result in a success is increasing in time (see, e.g., Norman (1968) and Narendra and
Thathachar (1974)). These insights were first introduced to economics by Börgers et al. (2004).
5
We discuss below in the related literature the connections with similar results in the traditional adaptive learning setup.
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corollary, no response function dominates all others (Corollary 1).
By eliciting subjects’ response functions we are able to study the payoff consequences of subjects’ choice
behavior over any pair of unknown underlying payoff distributions ordered by stochastic dominance. In order
to elicit individuals’ response functions, we conduct a controlled laboratory experiment in which the choice
problem that subjects face is very similar to the slot machine example given above. In the first round of each
task subjects choose one of two alternatives and then experience its corresponding payoff. In the second round,
after experiencing the first round payoff, subjects must again choose one of the same two alternatives, but this
time they do not observe the payoff. A subject’s payoffs are determined by her choices in both the first round
and the second round. Before starting, subjects are informed that, for each alternative in each such task, its
distribution of payoffs is identical in the first and second rounds, and that the obtained payoff may be either 1,
2, 3, 4, or 5 Euros. In addition, they are told that each alternative’s payoff distribution changes from one task to
the next (in the example above imagine both slot machines being replaced between tasks). Subjects are not told
anything else about the distributions. Each subject makes choices in 40 such tasks.6 We estimate the response
functions of subjects using the relative frequency of tasks in which subjects choose the same alternative in both
rounds, for each experienced payoff.7
Our analysis of subjects’ behavior reveals considerable heterogeneity in response functions. We provide a
novel application of mixture models to identify five different classes of response function.8 We find that the
behavior of more than 60% of our 100 experimental subjects is best fit by an increasing response function.
These subjects, in turn, correspond to three different classes. We call two of these classes strongly responsive;
Classes 1 and 2 both contain subjects who choose the same alternative with probabilities very close to one if the
experienced payoff is greater than 3, and with probabilities very close to zero if the experienced payoff is less
than 3. In fact, the response functions of these individuals very closely approximate our notion of maximum
strength. The main difference between Class 1 and Class 2 is their response to a payoff of 3; while subjects
in Class 1 choose the same alternative with probability almost one, subjects in Class 2 switch about half of
the time. As will be explained below, this seemingly innocuous difference results in non-negligible differences
in round two payoffs. Classes 1 and 2 correspond to about 21% and 27% of the subjects, respectively. The
remainder of subjects exhibit response functions that are relatively less responsive to experienced payoffs. In
particular, in Class 3, which we call weakly responsive, while subjects are still responsive to the obtained payoff,
6

The reason why we do not show subjects their second round payoff is to avoid giving them feedback about the performance of
their response function. In contrast to most experimental studies in learning, our purpose is not to observe how individuals learn
through repetitions of a certain decision task, but rather to estimate subjects’ response functions by observing repetitions of their
second round choices in response to their first round payoffs alone.
7
While repeated decisions across tasks could, in principle, lead individuals to learn about possible distributions, to us this seems
unlikely; because subjects are told that the distributions change after each task (in an unknown manner), the range of possible
distributions for two alternatives, even with only five possible outcomes, seems far too large for individuals to form beliefs.
8
The number of classes is determined endogenously, by using the Bayesian Information Criterion.
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the probability of them choosing the same alternative in both rounds is on average greater than 1/3, even for
the lowest experienced payoffs, of 1 and 2. This class represents about 14% of our subjects. Finally there are
two additional classes, Classes 4 and 5, of non-responsive subjects. For both of these classes, the probability of
staying with the same alternative upon experiencing the the first round payoff varies little as a function of the
payoff; the difference between the highest stay probability and the lowest is roughly 1/3. The main difference
between these two classes is that the response function of subjects in Class 4 is slightly increasing and the
response function of subjects in Class 5 is slightly decreasing. Classes 4 and 5 represent 21% and 17% of the
sample, respectively.
Next we illustrate how our subjects’ response function classes affect the payoffs that they obtain in the second
round. Although subjects do not know the payoff distributions for each alternative, the pairs of distributions
used in each task have a clear stochastic dominance relationship. In half of the decision tasks, one alternative
first-order stochastically dominates the other, and in the other half, one alternative second-order stochastically
dominates the other.9 This design feature allows us to provide two main results. The first illustrates the payoffsuperior performance of subjects with increasing response functions. We find that subjects in the strongly
responsive classes obtain a significantly and substantially higher average second round payoff than subjects in
the other classes. In particular, for decision tasks in which the payoff distributions of the two alternatives can
be (strictly) ranked according to first-order stochastic dominance, while individuals in Classes 1 and 2 received
an average second round payoff of 4.29 and 4.20 Euros, respectively, individuals in Classes 3, 4, and 5 received
just 3.76, 3.12, and 2.63 Euros, respectively.
The second result illustrates the implications of the difference in the way the two strongly responsive classes
(Class 1 and 2) respond to a first round payoff of 3. As mentioned above, in one of these classes subjects
choose the same alternative with probability almost one, while in the other subjects switch about half of the
time. While none of the classes exhibit concave response functions, a weaker notion of concavity is observed:
the response function of subjects in Class 1 is point-concave at 3, i.e., the average of the response function for
any two payoffs equidistant to 3 is smaller than the response function at 3. In contrast, the response function
of Class 2 is point-linear at 3, i.e., the average of the response function for any two payoffs equidistant to 3
is roughly the same as the response function at 3. As shown in Section 2, for any response function that is
point-concave (point-convex) at x, and two payoff distributions such that the second distribution is constructed
by applying to the first a symmetric mean preserving spread at x, the subject is most likely to choose the
9

In addition, in Sections 3 and 6 we explain how our selection of pairs of payoff distributions across tasks was done in such a
way that the elicitation of each subject’s response function was not sensitive to the specific relationships existing therein, and that
it was not possible for subjects to infer what these relationships were. Thus, the response functions we elicit are of more general
interest in the sense that they can be considered as primitives, whereby one can use them to perform the counterfactual exercise
of exploring the payoff consequences of subjects’ choice behavior in an environment characterized by any pair of (unknown) payoff
distributions.
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first (second) distribution in the second round (Proposition 4). If the response function is point-linear, then
the subject is equally likely to choose either distribution in the second round. We test if the difference in the
curvature between these two classes has any effect on the variance of subjects’ second round payoffs. We find
that for decision tasks in which the two payoff distributions are (strictly) ordered according to second-order
stochastic dominance, subjects in Class 1 have significantly less payoff variance than subjects in Class 2. In
those tasks, the average variance of the second round payoff of individuals in Class 1 is 0.84 Euros2 , whereas
the average variance of the second round payoff of individuals in Class 2 is 1.45 Euros2 . That is, despite the
fact that subjects had not observed payoff distributions, and had only experienced one payoff realization from
one of the two alternatives, subjects in Class 1 nonetheless faced less risk than subjects in Class 2, solely as a
consequence of this seemingly minor difference in the shape of their response functions.
Finally, we briefly explore how observed differences across individuals might allow one to predict an individual’s response function class. We find that the demographic variables sex, GPA, major, year in college, and
education level of parents have no effect on this assignation. On the other hand, what appears to be evidence
of an archetypal behavioral bias "the gambler’s fallacy" (see, e.g., Tversky and Kahneman (1971) and Rabin
(2002)), observed in subjects’ answers to an incentivized pre-experiment comprehension test, has a significant
effect.
Our study sheds light on real world learning problems in environments in which (i) minimal information is
available, but one directly experiences outcomes, or (ii) more information is available, but one relatively overweighs direct experience. This systematic over-weighting of direct experience can lead to considerable economic
consequences. For example, Choi et al. (2009) find that individual investors who experience high returns on
their savings increase their saving rates compared to other investors, Kaustia and Knüpfer (2008) find similar
results for Finnish investors’ subscriptions to IPO’s, and Benartzi (2001) finds that investors over-invest more
in company stock following periods of success than periods of failure.10 By conducting a controlled laboratory
experiment we are able to analyze peoples’ behavior across a range of variable direct experience, to relate
the performance of these decisions to the properties of outcome distributions, and to empirically characterize
the distribution of learning types. The more complete description of the economic consequences of personal
experience on individuals’ decisions, made possible by our experimental approach, allows us to test hypotheses
that are difficult to test with field data: if individuals respond aggressively to the magnitude of obtained payoffs,
then the demand of assets yielding higher returns will be positively affected by experience: similarly, if individuals
are likely to repeat choices yielding "average" returns, then the demand of assets yielding less variable returns
will be positively affected by experience. Therefore, our work advances the understanding of experience effects
10

Benartzi (2001) argues that the effect is driven by over-inference. Another possibility may be the over-weighting of direct
experience.
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in real world problems of considerable economic relevance.
Related literature. The response function is reminiscent of the class of statistical models used in psychology
to describe reinforcement learning (see, e.g., Bush and Mosteller (1951, 1955)), and broadly used to study learning
in games (see, e.g., Erev and Roth (1998), Feltovich (2000), Hopkins (2002)). From a theoretical point of view,
the performance properties of adaptive learning models, in terms of expected payoffs, have been studied in
Börgers et al. (2004). In recent work, Oyarzun and Sarin (2012, 2013) relate these learning models to risk
aversion, with the analysis of Oyarzun and Sarin (2013) providing results similar to our Propositions 1 and 3
(see footnote 14 in Section 2 for a detailed comparison).11 Our Propositions 2 and 4, Corollary 1, and our
experimental analysis, on the other hand, have no counterparts in the related literature.
Our approach also differs from a vast literature on experiments in learning from experience (see, e.g., Barron
and Erev (2003), Grosskopf et al. (2006), Nevo and Erev (2012), and Erev and Haruvy (2013) for a review), in
which many repeated choices and observed payoff realizations, over time, play a critical role. In our experiment
we observe repeated choices from each individual in many (effectively) identical two-period tasks with payoff
distributions that are different across tasks, as opposed to many choices in a single task with fixed payoff distributions. This feature allows us to use the relative frequencies of observed choices to estimate the individual’s
response function. The shape of this response function, in turn, plays a critical role in our analysis of payoff
performance. Further, this distinction between the two approaches leads each to best apply to different economic settings. In particular, whereas a setting with many repeated decisions may approximate “small decision
problems” (cf. Erev and Haruvy (2013)) well, in which each choice has a relatively modest consequence (such
as, for instance, driving-related decisions), only once-repeated decision tasks may better approximate those real
life decisions that are infrequent, but sometimes carry large economic consequences (see footnote 1).
Finally, as the slot machine example provided earlier suggests, there are at least some superficial similarities
between our study and those in the multi-armed bandit literature (see, e.g., Banks et al. (1997), Anderson
(2012), Hu et al. (2013)). Multi-armed bandit problems, however, tend to be set-up quite differently than
ours. For one, there individuals are endowed with priors about the payoff distributions (at times, some of these
distributions are even known). More importantly, the object of interest in those experimental studies is typically
either whether belief updating follows Bayes rules, or what the effect of ambiguity aversion is on individuals’
choices. By contrast, the object of interest in our study is whether individuals have response functions that
allow them to improve their performance (from the first to the second period) when confronted by two payoff
distributions that they have no prior information about.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to use the relative frequencies of observed choice behavior in
11

The relationship between learning and risk aversion has also received considerable attention in psychology, see e.g., March (1996)
and Denrell (2007).
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a multi-armed bandit problem to estimate response functions. Thus, the elicitation of response functions, their
classification using a mixture model, and the reported payoff implications of different response functions are all
the first of their kind.
Section 2 contains the theoretical framework, Section 3 the experimental design, Section 4 the estimation of
classes of response functions, Section 5 the payoff performance analysis, and Section 6 a discussion. Appendix
A contains the experiment’s instructions and Appendix B the details of our statistical approach.

2

Framework

Response functions. In the first period, the statistician observes the individual choose one of two alternatives. Because the individual initially has no information about either alternative, the choice can be treated
as exogenously assigned. As a result of the choice the individual receives a payoff x that takes a value within
the compact interval of real numbers X := [x, x] ⊂ R. Then, after experiencing the payoff, the individual faces
exactly the same problem again in the second period. It is assumed that the payoff distribution associated with
each alternative remains fixed but unknown, and that the payoff realizations across periods are independent
of one another. In this setting, the statistician hypothesizes that there exists a mapping, called the response
function, that describes the probability that the individual makes the same choice in the second period as in the
first period, as a function of the obtained payoff:

θ : X → [0, 1].

Increasingness. We now relate the shape of the response function to the payoff performance of the individual
in the second period. In particular, we assume that there are two payoff distributions, Fa and Fa0 . With
probability

1
2

the chosen and non-chosen alternatives have distributions Fa and Fa0 , respectively; otherwise they

have distributions Fa0 and Fa , respectively.12 Let Pa (θ) and Pa0 (θ) be the probabilities that the individual faces
the payoff distributions Fa and Fa0 , respectively, in the second period, if her response function is θ. Then,

EPa (θ) =
=

ˆ
ˆ
1
1
θ(x)dFa (x) +
(1 − θ(x)) dFa0 (x)
2 X
2 X
ˆ

ˆ
1 1
+
θ(x)dFa (x) −
θ(x)dFa0 (x) .
2 2
X
X

(1)

This expression allows us to establish the following result about the shape of response functions and performance
12
All “primitive” random variables of the model are assumed to be independent: once it has been determined whether Fa or Fa0
has been assigned to the individual, the first round payoff realization that follows is assumed to be independent of the assignment of
the payoff distribution. Likewise, the realization of the individual’s stochastic choice of alternative following the first round payoff
is also assumed to be independent of the assignment of distribution, as well as the realized first round payoff.
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in the second period:
Proposition 1 The following statements are equivalent: (i) θ is increasing (corresp., decreasing);13 and (ii)
the individual is more likely to face payoff distribution Fa than payoff distribution Fa0 in the second period and,
more precisely,

ˆ

ˆ

θ(x)dFa0 (x) ≥ 0

θ(x)dFa (x) −

EPa (θ) − EPa0 (θ) =

(2)

X

X

for every pair of distributions Fa and Fa0 such that Fa first-order stochastically dominates Fa0 (corresp., Fa0
first-order stochastically dominates Fa ), with strict inequality for at least one pair of such distributions.
The proof of this proposition is an immediate consequence of (1) and basic properties of first-order stochastic
dominance (see, e.g., Mas-Colell et al. (1995), Rothschild and Stiglitz (1970)), and it is omitted.14
Proposition 1 establishes that individuals whose response functions are increasing are more likely to face the
first-order stochastically dominant payoff distribution (when ranking according to this criterion is possible) than
individuals whose response functions are decreasing. In this same spirit, it then seems intuitive that within the
class of increasing response functions, if one response function is “more increasing” than another, this may allow
it to yield superior payoffs. In order to operationalize this idea, we define a response function to be maximumstrength if θ(x) = 0 and θ(x) = 1. Increasing response functions that satisfy maximum-strength might be thought
of as the “most increasing” response functions. The proof of our next result reveals that any increasing response
function that is not maximum-strength is dominated by one that “stretches” it: if an increasing response function
θ is not maximum-strength, then, there exist constants b and c > 1 such that θ0 = b + cθ is a response function
that satisfies EPa (θ0 ) ≥ EPa (θ) for all distributions Fa and Fa0 such that Fa first-order stochastically dominates
Fa0 . Our formal result, however, is stronger; it states that maximum-strength is necessary and sufficient for an
increasing response function not to be dominated by any other response function.
Proposition 2 Suppose that θ is increasing. Then the following statements are equivalent: (i) θ is maximumstrength, and (ii) there is no response function θ0 6= θ such that EPa (θ0 ) ≥ EPa (θ) for all distributions Fa and
Fa0 such that Fa first-order stochastically dominates Fa0 .
To be precise, here we mean increasing in a non-trivial sense (i.e., there exist x and x0 in X such that x0 > x and θ(x0 ) > θ(x)).
The analogous comment applies to the definition of decreasing.
14
In the traditional adaptive learning setup (see, e.g., Börgers et al. (2004) and Oyarzun and Sarin (2012, 2013)) it is assumed
that a vector of probabilities determines an individual’s choice over alternatives, and that this vector is revised upon observation of
payoffs, according to revision rules that may vary across alternatives. In that setup one can obtain equation (1) by assuming that
the initial probability of choosing each alternative is 12 , and that the individual’s revision rules are the same for all alternatives. This
result would be the same as ours, up to a subtle difference in interpretation: whereas in the traditional setup the individual chooses
each alternative with probability 21 , in our model 12 reflects the statistician’s prior that the alternative chosen by the individual
in the first period is the one with the dominant distribution, independent of the individual’s choice (e.g. vector of probabilities).
Nevertheless, the approaches are similar enough that our Propositions 1 and 3 are obtained in a way much the same as two of the
results in Oyarzun and Sarin (2013), with the traditional setup.
13
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Proof. Suppose that the increasing response function θ0 is not maximum-strength. Define the response
function θ1 := θ0 − θ0 (x). From (2), we have EPa (θ1 ) = EPa (θ0 ). Now define the response function θ :=
(θ0 (x) − θ0 (x))−1 θ1 . Since (θ0 (x) − θ0 (x))−1 > 1, from (2) we obtain EPa (θ) ≥ EPa (θ1 ), which proves that
(ii) implies (i). To prove the converse, consider any maximum-strength response function θ and, without loss
of generality, any maximum-strength response function θ0 . If there exists x ∈ (x, x) such that θ0 (x) > θ(x),
then consider the distributions Fa and Fa0 that yield x and x, respectively, with probability one. From (2),
EPa (θ) > EPa (θ0 ). On the other hand, if there exists x ∈ (x, x) such that θ0 (x) < θ(x), then consider the
distributions Fa and Fa0 that yield x and x, respectively, with probability one. From (2), EPa (θ) > EPa (θ0 ).
The proof of Proposition 2 reveals that for any two maximum-strength response functions, we can find two
different specifications of distributions Fa and Fa0 , such that Fa first-order stochastically dominates Fa0 , and so
that θ performs (strictly) better than θ0 for one specification, but worse for the other. Thus, the following result
is obtained, which states that there is no “best” response function in terms of performance.
Corollary 1 There is no response function θ such that
EPa (θ) ≥ EPa (θ0 )
for all response functions θ0 , and all distributions Fa and Fa0 such that Fa first-order stochastically dominates
Fa0 .
Corollary 1 asserts that no response function yields the best performance for all possible pairs of payoff
distributions. Therefore, Propositions 1 and 2, as well as Corollary 1, together give us a partial idea of what
we might expect of individuals’ response functions. In particular, we might expect increasing response functions
which are of maximum-strength, as this would make choice of first-order stochastically dominant distributions
more probable (if distributions can be ranked according to this criterion). By conducting a controlled laboratory
experiment, we are able to compare these predictions to the response functions that we elicit from subjects, and
report in Section 4. Further, because our elicitation procedure is insensitive to the (unknown) payoff distributions
that subjects are choosing between (see Section 3), we can then “reverse engineer” the payoff distributions for
which observed response functions are optimal (see Section 6).
Curvature. The following result is analogous to Proposition 1, but relates to second-order stochastic
dominance, rather than first. It is an immediate consequence of (1) and basic properties of second-order stochastic
dominance, so its proof is omitted.
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Proposition 3 The following statements are equivalent: (i) θ is concave (corresp., convex);15 and (ii) the
individual is more likely to face payoff distribution Fa than payoff distribution Fa0 in the second period and, more
precisely,

ˆ
EPa (θ) − EPa0 (θ) =

ˆ
θ(x)dFa (x) −

X

θ(x)dFa0 (x) ≥ 0

(3)

X

for every pair of distributions Fa and Fa0 such that Fa second-order stochastically dominates Fa0 (corresp., Fa0
second-order stochastically dominates Fa ), with strict inequality for at least one pair of such distributions.
While we observe some increasing response functions in our statistical representation of the data, we do
not observe concave (or convex) response functions. We do, however, observe the following weaker notion of
concavity:
Definition 1 A response function θ is point-concave (point-convex, point-linear) at x ∈ X if
1
1
θ(x) > (<, =) θ(x0 ) + θ(x00 )
2
2
for all x0 , x00 ∈ X \ {x} such that

x0 +x00
2

= x.

Standard computations then reveal the following result.
Proposition 4 Suppose that Fa0 is constructed applying a mean-preserving spread to Fa , which spreads probability mass from x, to x0 and x00 , in equal amounts. Then, EPa (θ) > (<, =) 21 if and only if θ is point-concave
(point-convex, point-linear) at x.
As will be explained in Section 3, in many decision tasks in our experiment, the payoff distribution of one
alternative is constructed by applying a mean-preserving spread to the distribution of the other. These mean
preserving spreads move probability from x = 3, to either x0 = 1 and x00 = 5, or x0 = 2 and x00 = 4. If
individuals have response functions that are point-concave (point-convex) at x = 3, the theory predicts that
they will be more likely to pick the second-order stochastically dominant (dominated) distribution in the second
round. Below, we show that these predictions are consistent with the data we collect from our experiment.

3

Experimental design

The experiment was conducted at the University of Alicante’s LaTEx laboratory, from June 14th to 19th, 2013.
A University-wide pool of 566 undergraduates registered to participate in “paid decision making experiments,”
To be precise, here we mean concavity in a non-trivial sense (i.e., there exist λ ∈ (0, 1) x, x0 and x00 in X, with x = λx0 +(1−λ)x00 ,
such that θ(x) > λθ(x0 ) + (1 − λ)θ(x00 )). The analogous comment applies to the definition of convexity.
15
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responding to fliers placed around campus, and email invitations. Of the 566, 100 were selected at random to
participate in the experiment.
The duration of each session was approximately 45 minutes. Subjects were lead into the laboratory and
seated, at which point instructions were read aloud by the experimenter.16 Following the instructions subjects
performed three “practice” decision tasks, then took a short, incentivized, test of their understanding of the
instructions. Following the test subjects were permitted to ask the experimenter any questions they had before
starting the 40 paid tasks.17 Upon completing the tasks subjects filled out a brief questionnaire, before being
paid, and then left the laboratory.
Each decision task consists of two rounds. In the first round, one of two “alternatives” must be selected.
Each alternative is represented by a generic rectangle on the computer screen—one is located on the left side,
at middle height, and the other is on the right side, at middle height. Aside from their spatial positions the
rectangles are visually identical. One of the two rectangles must be selected by clicking on it with the mouse.
Once selected, the rectangle disappears, and in its place appears a number—the subject’s first round “payoff,”
in Euros. The subject then clicks to proceed to the second round, at which point the payoff disappears and
the original two generic rectangles reappear. In the second round the subject must again select one of the two
rectangles, at which point the rectangle again disappears, but this time no payoff appears. The subject then
clicks to move on to the next task, and so on.
The subject knows that once she has completed the 40 decision tasks one will be selected at random in order
to determine her payoffs. The payoff of the first round plus twice the payoff of the second round of the selected
task will be paid to her.18
While subjects know the payoff mechanism, they know very little about how the payoffs of each alternative
in each task are generated. Subjects do know the following about the alternatives: within each task, each
alternative generates payoff(s) according to a well-defined probability distribution. The support is known to be
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5} across the whole experiment. Draws from the same alternative in the same task yield independent
payoff realizations (i.e. are made “with replacement”). While alternatives are stationary within a task, as
each alternative distribution is the same in both rounds, these distributions change from one task to the next.
Furthermore, subjects are not told anything about the distribution of probabilities over payoffs. The objective
of the design is thus to elicit subjects’ “primitive” responses to experienced payoffs, in a context in which they
initially have no information about what distribution is generating the payoffs. We want to know simply whether
16

See Appendix A for the instructions.
The experimental software used was z-Tree (see Fischbacher (2007)).
18
Subjects could earn a minimum of 3 and a maximum of 16 Euros. On average they earned 10.66 Euros, which included earnings
of 25 cents for each correct response to the comprehension test, which consisted of four questions.
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experiencing a payoff of x Euros makes someone want to stay with the same alternative, or switch.19
While subjects are told nothing about how probabilities are distributed across payoffs for each alternative,
the pairs of alternatives in each task have a clear dominance relationship. Table 1 shows pairs of alternatives
in adjacent rows labeled according to the dominance relation. In 20 decision tasks, one alternative first-order
stochastically dominates the other. In 10 of these tasks, the dominance relation is "Strong FOSD" in the sense
that the first-order stochastically dominant distribution assigns virtually all the probability mass to the payoff 5,
whereas the dominated distribution assigns virtually all the probability mass to the payoff 1. For the other 10 of
these decision tasks, labeled "Weak FOSD," the dominance relation is slightly weaker in the sense that the dominant distribution assigns virtually all the probability mass to the payoff 4, whereas the dominated distribution
assigns virtually all the probability mass to the payoff 2. In the remaining 20 tasks, one alternative second-order
stochastically dominates the other. In 10 of them, labeled "Strong SOSD," the dominant distribution assigns
virtually all the probability mass to the payoff 3, whereas the dominated distribution spreads virtually all the
probability mass between the payoffs 1 and 5. In the other 10 decision tasks, labeled "Weak SOSD," the dominant distribution assigns virtually all the probability mass to the payoff 3, whereas the dominated distribution
spreads virtually all the probability mass between the payoffs 2 and 4.
Table 1: Payoff distributions used
Dominant Distribution
1
2
3
4
5
Strong FOSD 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.96
Weak FOSD 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.96 0.01
Strong SOSD 0.01 0.01 0.96 0.01 0.01
Weak SOSD 0.01 0.01 0.96 0.01 0.01

in decision tasks.
Dominated Distribution
1
2
3
4
5
0.96 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
0.01 0.96 0.01 0.01 0.01
0.47 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.47
0.02 0.47 0.02 0.47 0.02

Each pair of alternatives appeared in 10 tasks, with the dominant alternative on the left hand side of the
screen half of the time, and on the right hand side of the screen the other half. The order of the 40 tasks was
randomized. The average probability of drawing any payoff between 1 and 5, over the course of the 40 tasks,
was roughly balanced, with the payoff 3 appearing with probability .25 on average, and the rest of the payoffs
with probability of approximately 0.19 on average.20 Thus, the elicitation of each subject’s response function
was not sensitive to the specific relationships existing between the payoff distributions, as it was not possible
for subjects to infer what these relationships were. This design feature makes the response functions we elicit
of more general interest in the sense that they can be considered primitives, as one can use them to perform
the counterfactual exercise of exploring the payoff consequences of subjects’ choice behavior in an environment
19

We go to great lengths in the instructions, as well as the accompanying paid comprehension test, to ensure that subjects
understand that 1) each task should be treated independently, 2) payoffs are random variables, and 3) payoff distributions for each
alternative are stationary (with replacement) across rounds of the same task. For details, see Appendix A.
20
The slight difference is due to our objective of having a balanced number of decision tasks ordered according to first and second
order stochastic dominance.
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characterized by any pair of (unknown) payoff distributions.
While many different combinations of distributions could have worked in order to elicit subjects’ response
functions, by using distributions that can be ordered according to stochastic dominance we have the advantage
of being able to empirically illustrate (see Section 5) the theoretical predictions reported in Section 2 (with effect
sizes).

4

Estimating response function classes

We estimate a mixture model that allows for the identification of different classes of response functions across
subjects. While mixture models have a long tradition in statistics (see, e.g., McLachlan and Peel (2004)), they
have seldom been used in experimental economics to study the heterogeneity across subjects’ behavior.21 In this
section we describe our mixture model and its corresponding estimation results.

4.1

Mixture model

The model describes the probability that an individual repeats her first round choice in the second round,
as a Bernoulli distribution whose underlying probability depends only on the payoff experienced in the first
round. We assume that there are a number of different classes of individuals (we find 5 classes in the data).
For each given first-round payoff, all individuals within a given class have the same probability of choosing the
same alternative again in the second round. Each individual belongs to each class according to a multinomial
distribution.
Classes. There are N classes of individuals, and a priori each individual belongs to Class i ∈ {1, 2, ..., N }
P
with probability πi ≥ 0, where N
i=1 πi = 1. The probability that an individual in Class i chooses the same
alternative in both rounds, given that she experienced the payoff k ∈ X := {1, ..., 5} in the first round, is

θi,k :=

eαi,k
1 + eαi,k

for all i ∈ {1, 2, ..., N }, where αi,k ∈ R is a parameter. Let xj,t ∈ X be the payoff experienced by individual j in
the first round of task t for j ∈ J := {1, 2, ..., 100} and t ∈ T := {1, 2, ..., 40}. It will be convenient to write the
probability that the individual j in the class i chooses the same alternative in the two rounds of the decision
task t, given that she obtained a payoff xj,t in the first round, as
21

One exception is El-Gamal and Grether (1995), who study different classes of Bayesian updating, and deviations from Bayesian
updating.
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pi,j,t :=

exp (xj,t · αi )
,
1 + exp (xj,t · αi )

(4)

where αi = (αi,1 , ..., αi,5 )0 is a vector containing the parameters αi,k with k ∈ X and xj,t = (xj,t,1 , ..., xj,t,5 )0 ,
where xj,t,k = 1 if xj,t = k and xj,t,k = 0, otherwise.
The likelihood function. Let yj,t ∈ {0, 1} indicate whether individual j chose the same alternative in
both rounds of the decision task t, yj,t = 1, or if she decided to switch, yj,t = 0, for j ∈ J and t ∈ T .

N
Let Ψ := πi , (αi,k )5k=1
be the set of parameters. The subjects’ first round payoffs are represented by
i=1

the three-dimensional array X := (xj,t )t∈T,j∈J , and their second round choices are represented by the matrix
Y := (yj,t )j∈J,t∈T . Then, we can write the likelihood function as

L (Ψ; Y, X) :=

100 X
N
Y
j=1

40
Y

πi

!!
yj,t
pi,j,t
(1

1−yj,t

− pi,j,t )

.

t=1

i=1

Complete-data likelihood function. The Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm that we use (see,
e.g., Dempster et al. (1977) and McLachlan and Krishnan (2008)) requires us to introduce an additional unobservable random vector zj = (z1,j , ..., zN,j )0 , with zi,j = 1 if individual j belongs to class i and zi,j = 0, otherwise.
By construction of the model, zj has a multinomial distribution with parameters π = (π1 , ..., πN )0 , for all j ∈ J.
If zj were observable for all j, we could write the complete-data likelihood function,

Lc (Ψ; Y, X) :=

100 Y
N
Y
j=1

40
Y

πi

!!zi,j !
yj,t
pi,j,t
(1

− pi,j,t )1−yj,t

t=1

i=1

and the corresponding complete-data log-likelihood function

lc (Ψ; Y, X) :=

100 X
N
X
j=1 i=1

zi,j

log (πi ) +

40
X

!
(yj,t log (pi,j,t ) + (1 − yj,t ) log (1 − pi,j,t )) .

t=1

The algorithm estimates parameters by iterating through the Expectation (E-) and Maximization (M-) steps
until convergence, as described in Appendix B. In a nutshell, in the E-step we compute the expected value of
the complete-data log-likelihood function, replacing the zi,j terms by their conditional expected value. These
expected values are computed with the parameters estimated in the previous iteration Ψ(−1) , i.e., replacing the
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zi,j terms by its conditional expected value:
(−1)

τi,j

:= EΨ(−1) [zi,j |Y, X]
=

=

PΨ(−1) (zi,j = 1|Y, X)

1−yj,t 
Q40  (Ψ(−1) ) yj,t 
(Ψ(−1) )
πi
1 − pi,j,t
t=1 pi,j,t

,

Q40  (Ψ(−1) ) yj,t 
PN
(Ψ(−1) ) 1−yj,t
1 − pi0 ,j,t
t=1 pi0 ,j,t
i0 =1 πi0
(Ψ(−1) )

where PΨ(−1) (zi,j = 1|Y, X) is the probability of zi,j = 1, given Y, X, and pi,j,t

is computed with the pa-

rameters from the previous iteration. Once we have computed EΨ(−1) [lc (Ψ; Y, X)], we proceed to the M-step,
i.e., maximizing EΨ(−1) [lc (Ψ; Y, X)] with respect to Ψ. Then, the algorithm iterates until convergence. The

N
.
maximum likelihood estimates are the final iterates of the algorithm and are denoted by Ψ̂ := π̂i , (α̂i,k )5k=1
i=1

4.2

Estimated classes

N

We estimate the parameters πi , (αi,k )5k=1
for N = 1, 2, .... With the estimates we can compute the Bayesian
i=1

information criterion (BIC) for each possible number of classes and select the number N that yields the minimum
BIC. The BIC estimations are provided in Figure 1. Following this criterion, the sample of subjects is split into
 5
five classes.22 The parameter estimates for the five classes θ̂i,k
, and their 99% confidence intervals, are
provided in Table

2.23

This table also provides the estimates

i,k=1
5
(π̂i )i=1 that

correspond to the prior probabilities

that a subject belongs to each class. Figure 2 provides a plot of the estimated response functions, along with a
99% confidence interval, for all five classes.
22
We estimated the model for N = 1, 2, ..., 7. Models with N > 7 classes were also considered, but the EM algorithm failed to
converge to plausible parameter values.
23
The estimation has been done with the the flexmix R package (see Appendix B).
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Figure 1: Number of classes and Bayesian information criterion.

Table 2: Parameter estimates of the model and 99% confidence intervals.
θ̂i,1
θ̂i,2
θ̂i,3
θ̂i,4
θ̂i,5
π̂i
0.00
0.01
0.94
1.00
0.99
0.21
Class 1
(−, −)*
(0.00, 0.08) (0.86, 0.97) (0.89, 1.00) (0.89, 1.00) (0.00, 0.42)
0.05
0.08
0.47
0.95
0.96
0.27
Class 2
(0.02, 0.12) (0.04, 0.16) (0.38, 0.55) (0.89, 0.98) (0.89, 0.98) (0.03, 0.51)
0.35
0.49
0.84
0.92
0.95
0.14
Class 3
(0.24, 0.49) (0.34, 0.63) (0.73, 0.91) (0.81, 0.97) (0.81, 0.99) (0.00, 0.29)
0.36
0.35
0.40
0.47
0.61
0.21
Class 4
(0.26, 0.47) (0.25, 0.47) (0.30, 0.50) (0.37, 0.59) (0.50, 0.71) (0.10, 0.32)
0.75
0.71
0.60
0.48
0.40
0.17
Class 5
(0.63, 0.84) (0.57, 0.82) (0.49, 0.70) (0.37, 0.59) (0.28, 0.52) (0.00, 0.37)
*As θ̂1,1 approaches 0, the numerical algorithm of flexmix R becomes unstable and fails to provide the
standard error. For practical purposes, in the sequel the confidence interval of θ̂1,1 is approximated to have
lower and upper bound 0; all individuals assigned to Class 1 (see subsection 4.3) always switch after a first
round payoff of 1.

In Figure 2, the 99% confidence interval of the response function estimates for Classes 1-4 reveal that these
functions are all statistically increasing, i.e., for any x and x0 such that the confidence intervals do not intersect,
x0 > x implies θ̂i,x0 > θ̂i,x , and not all intervals intersect.24 In particular, two “strongly responsive” classes
of subjects (Classes 1 and 2) respond positively, and somewhat dramatically, to payoffs. When individuals in
24
Analogously, we say that a response function is statistically decreasing if for any x and x0 such that the intervals do not intersect,
x0 > x implies θ̂i,x0 < θ̂i,x , and not all intervals intersect.
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Figure 2: Response function estimates with 99% confidence interval.
these classes experience a first round payoff of less than 3, the probability of choosing the same alternative in
the second round is virtually zero, whereas for experienced payoffs greater than 3, the probability of choosing
the same alternative in the second round is virtually one. These individuals display behavior that is very close
to what is prescribed by maximum-strength. This is especially true of Class 1, where all individuals always
switched upon obtaining a payoff of 1, and in all but a single choice by one individual, they chose to stay when
the payoff received was a 5 (for details on how we assigned individuals to each class, see subsection 4.3).
What distinguishes Classes 1 and 2 is the second round decisions which immediately follow an experienced
first round payoff of 3. Whereas subjects in Class 1 choose the same alternative in the second round with
probability very close to 1, subjects in Class 2 choose the same alternative only half of the time. More precisely,
the response function of individuals in Class 1 is statistically point-concave at x = 3, i.e., the confidence interval
of θ1,3 is above the equally weighted convex combination of the upper bounds of the confidence intervals of θ1,2
and θ1,4 and above the equally weighted convex combination of the upper bounds of the confidence intervals
of θ1,1 and θ1,5 .25 The estimates reveal that Classes 1 and 2 represent 21% and 27% of the subjects from the
sample, respectively.
A third class of subjects, Class 3, that we call “weakly responsive,” is similar to the two classes previously
25
On the other hand, the response function of individuals in Class 2 is statistically point-linear at x = 3; i.e., the confidence
interval of θ2,3 intersects the interval obtained by the equally weighted convex combination of the upper (lower) bounds of the
confidence intervals of θ2,2 and θ2,4 , and the interval obtained by the equally weighted convex combination of upper (lower) bounds
of the confidence intervals of θ2,1 and θ2,5 .
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Figure 3: Actual frequencies and 99% confidence interval for proportions of same choice.
described in that the probability of choosing the same alternative in both rounds of a decision task is an increasing
function of the payoff experienced in the first round. The main difference between Class 3 and Classes 1 and 2
can be seen in Table 2: the probability of choosing the same alternative in the second round, after experiencing
a (low) payoff of 1 or 2 in the first, for Class 3 is at least 1/3, whereas for Classes 1 and 2 it is very close to
zero. Hence, the response function of Class 3 clearly violates maximum strength. This class represents 14% of
subjects. Finally, for the two remaining classes, which we call “non-responsive,” the probability of choosing the
same alternative in both rounds of a decision task, for any two different experienced payoffs, never differs by
more than around 1/3. Whereas subjects in Class 4 exhibit a response function that is statistically increasing,
the response function of subjects in Class 5 is statistically decreasing. These two classes represent 21% and 17%
of the sample, respectively.

4.3

Class assignation

For each subject j and class i, we can provide an a posteriori estimate of the probability that subject j belongs
to class i,
π̂i
τ̂i,j

:=

P5

Q

i0 =1 π̂i0


(1 − p̂i,j,t )1−yj,t
y
1−yj,t  ,
p̂i0 ,j,t j,t 1 − p̂i0 ,j,t

40
yj,t
t=1 (p̂i,j,t )

Q

40
t=1
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with p̂i,j,t given by the right hand side of (4) evaluated at Ψ̂. Following McLachlan and Basford (1988), each
subject j ∈ J is assigned to the class i = arg maxi0 ∈{1,2,3,4,5} τ̂i0 j . For each class i, τ̂i,j averages more than 0.94
among the subjects assigned to that class, with a minimum of 0.63 for all assignations. Overall, this indicates
that the classes distinguish subjects’ response functions reasonably well. Figure 3 shows the relative frequencies
with which each subject from each class chooses the same alternative in both rounds of a task, as a function
of first round payoff. This figure also provides the 99% confidence interval for the relative frequencies of same
choice. The model allows us to make fairly good predictions for subjects in Classes 1 and 2 when the experienced
payoff is high (4 or 5) or low (1 or 2). For the other classes, predictions are less accurate, which may be expected
given that their response functions lie relatively closer to one half.

5

Performance of response function classes

We report how second round payoffs differ with response function class. First, we observe that subjects with
response functions that are more responsive to payoffs obtain higher average payoffs than less responsive subjects,
as expected from Propositions 1 and 2. Second, we report the effects of response function curvature on the
riskiness of second round payoff distributions, in accordance with Propositions 3 and 4. The purpose of reporting
these empirical results is mainly illustrative, as from the theory results provided in Section 2 we know that, for
instance, individuals with response functions that are more responsive are expected to exhibit, on average, higher
payoffs (when payoff distributions are ordered according to first-order stochastic dominance). Nevertheless, by
reporting these results, we give a sense of the magnitude of payoff differences across those response function
classes that we observe in our experiment.26

5.1

Alternatives ordered according to first-order stochastic dominance

First we compare the strongly responsive subjects (Classes 1 and 2) with the weakly and non-responsive subjects
(Classes 3, 4, and 5). Proposition 1 in Section 2 states that when alternatives can be (strictly) ranked according
to first-order stochastic dominance, then responsive subjects are on average more likely to choose the dominant
alternative in their second round choices; this implies that they should have a higher expected payoff in the
second round than if their choices were simply random or non-responsive to payoffs. We report that this is
indeed the case.
Let Tρ be set of decision tasks with pair of payoff distributions ρ ∈ {sf, wf }, where sf and wf indicate
(2)

Strong FOSD and Weak FOSD, respectively (see Table 1). Let xj,t be the payoff obtained in the second round
26

Further, because our elicitation of response functions is insensitive to the particular (unknown) payoff distributions (see Section
3), one could also similarly plug in whatever pair of payoff distributions they like and compare the corresponding expected payoff
performance across any two classes of response function.
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of the decision task t by subject j. For each subject j ∈ J we compute the average payoff she obtained in the
second round in all decision tasks in Tρ ,
(2)

P
x̄j,ρ :=

t∈Tρ

xj,t

|Tρ |

.

Then, we compare the average second round payoffs of subjects in the responsive classes with those of subjects
in the weakly responsive and non-responsive classes. Let Ji be the set of subjects that are assigned to class i.
(x̄)

The mean of the average second round payoff of subjects in class i and decision tasks in Tρ , denoted by µi,ρ , is
estimated as
(x̄)
µ̂i,ρ

P
:=

j∈Ji

x̄j,ρ

|Ji |

.

Table 3 provides the average second round payoff for individuals in each class, for decision tasks in which the
payoff distributions are ordered according to strong and weak first-order stochastic dominance. As anticipated
by Proposition 1, individuals in Classes 1 and 2 obtain higher average second round payoffs than individuals in
the other classes. Furthermore, these differences are significant. Table 4 provides the difference in average payoffs
between strongly responsive classes (1 and 2) and the weakly and non responsive classes (3, 4, and 5) for all
(x̄)

(x̄)

decision tasks with pair of payoff distributions Strong FOSD, i.e., µ̂i,sf − µ̂i0 ,sf for classes i = 1, 2 and i0 = 3, 4, 5.
Table 4 also reports the p-values from a permutation test of mean differences.27 These results are consistent
with the theoretical predictions from Section 2; differences between expected payoffs of the strongly responsive,
and weakly and non-responsive classes, are positive and significant at the 1% level for all comparisons. The
largest differences are found when comparing subjects from Classes 1 and 2 with those of Class 5; subjects in
Classes 1 and 2 earn on average 4.69 and 4.65 Euros, respectively, whereas subjects in Class 5 earn just 2.41
Euros on average.28
Table 3: Average second round payoffs (in Euros) for decision tasks ordered according to FOSD.
Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class 4 Class 5
Strong FOSD
4.69
4.65
4.05
3.57
2.41
Weak FOSD
3.89
3.76
3.46
3.06
2.85

(x̄)

(x̄)

Table 4: Test of (Strong FOSD) hypotheses H0 : µi,sf − µi0 ,sf ≤ 0 for i = 1, 2 and i0 = 3, 4, 5.
Class 3 Class 4 Class 5
Difference
0.63
1.12
2.28
Class 1
p-value
0.00
0.00
0.00
Difference
0.59
1.08
2.24
Class 2
p-value
0.00
0.00
0.00
27

For a brief description of the permutation test we used, see Appendix B.
Recall that when subjects were paid, round two payoffs were doubled, so the actual differences in earnings produced from round
two payoffs are twice those observed in Tables 3 and 4.
28
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and weakly and non-responsive classes (3, 4, and 5), for payoff distributions with a Weak FOSD relationship,
0

0.0

0.0

i.e., µ̂i,wf − µ̂i0 ,wf for i = 1, 2 and i0 = 3, 4, 5. These results are qualitatively similar to those under Strong FOSD;
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differences in average payoffs are positive and significant at the 1% level for all comparisons. Quantitatively,
Payoff Variance
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these differences are relatively smaller, with subjects in Classes 1 and 2 obtaining an average of 3.89 and 3.76
Euros, respectively, and subjects in Class 5 earning an average of 2.85 Euros.
(x̄)

(x̄)

Table 5: Test of (Weak FOSD) hypotheses H0 : µi,wf − µi0 ,wf ≤ 0 for i = 1, 2 and i0 = 3, 4, 5.
Class 3 Class 4 Class 5
Difference
0.43
0.83
1.03
Class 1
p-value
0.00
0.00
0.00
Difference
0.30
0.70
0.91
Class 2
p-value
0.00
0.00
0.00

Finally, we compare distributions of average second round payoffs across the 5 observed classes of response
functions. Figure 4 shows the estimated densities, using Bernstein polynomials (see, e.g., Babu et al. (2002)),
of the average second round payoffs across classes, for those tasks in which the payoff distributions are ranked
according to first-order stochastic dominance. Consistent with the results above, densities of Classes 1 and 2
concentrate probability mass to the right of 3, both in the case of weak and strong dominance relations. The
density of average payoffs for Class 3’s weakly responsive subjects also concentrates density above 3, but with
more density below 4 than Classes 1 and 2. Finally, the non-responsive classes concentrate even more density
below 4 than the weakly responsive Class 3; Class 5 is extreme in that the majority of its density is below the
3 Euro payoff, which is consistent with this response function having a slightly negative slope.
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5.2

Alternatives ordered according to second-order stochastic dominance

We now test whether the differing curvature of response functions for the two strongly responsive classes (Classes
1 and 2) affects the spread of payoffs in tasks for which payoff distributions can be (strictly) ranked according
to second-order stochastic dominance. As observed above, the main difference between Class 1 and 2 subjects
is that when the experienced payoff is 3, subjects in Class 1 choose the same alternative in both rounds with
probability almost 1, whereas subjects in Class 2 do so only around half of the time. As a result the response
function of subjects in Class 1 is point-concave at x = 3 and the response function of the subjects in Class 2 is
statistically point-linear at x = 3. Therefore, Proposition 4 in Section 2 predicts that subjects in Class 1 are,
on average, more likely to choose second-order stochastic dominant alternatives in the second round of decision
tasks with Strong FOSD and Weak FOSD pairs of payoff distributions; this also implies that they should have
less variance in their second round payoffs. For each subject j ∈ J1 ∪ J2 we compute the second round payoff
variance of all decision tasks in Tρ ,


P
s2j,ρ :=

t∈Tρ

(2)

xj,t − x̄j,ρ

|Tρ | − 1

2
,

with ρ ∈ {ss, ws}, where ss and ws indicate Strong SOSD and Weak SOSD, respectively. The mean of the
(s2 )

second round payoff variance for subjects in Classes 1 and 2 in the decision tasks in Tρ , denoted by µi,ρ with
i = 1, 2, is estimated by
(s2 )
µ̂i,ρ

2
j∈Ji sj,ρ

P
:=

|Ji |

for ρ ∈ {ss, ws}. As above, we performed a permutation test to compare the average second round payoff
variance of subjects in Class 1 with that of subjects in Class 2. The results are displayed in Table 6. As
predicted by the theory, subjects in Class 1 have smaller average payoff variance than subjects in Class 2. The
difference in average payoff variance between Class 1 and Class 2 subjects is 1.02 Euro2 for those decision tasks
in which the payoff distributions correspond to Strong SOSD.29 For those decision tasks in which the dominance
relation is weak, the difference in the average second round payoff variances is 0.20. Both of these differences
are significant at the 5% level.
(s2 )

(s2 )

(s2 )

(s2 )

Table 6: Test of the hypotheses H0 : µ1,ss − µ2,ss ≥ 0 and H0 : µ1,ws − µ2,ws ≥ 0.
Distributions Strong SOSD Weak SOSD
Statistic
-1.02
-0.20
p-value
0.00
0.02

Finally, we compare distributions of average second round payoff variance across the 5 observed classes of
29

The average second round payoff variance of individuals in Classes 1 and 2 are 1.20 Euros2 and 2.21 Euros2 , respectively.
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Figure 5: Second round payoff variance densities, across subjects, estimated using Bernstein polynomials.
response functions. Their densities, estimated using Bernstein polynomials, in the decision tasks with payoff
distributions ordered according to second-order stochastic dominance, are provided in Figure 5. Consistent with
the results above, Class 1 subjects’ variance densities concentrate more probability to the left than the variance
densities of Class 2 subjects. It can also be seen that Class 3 subjects’ densities concentrate more probability
to the left than the densities of other classes, which is consistent with them being the class, outside of Class 1,
that has the biggest chance of choosing the same alternative in both rounds when the first round payoff is 3.
Overall, these results illustrate how the mean and variance of a subject’s second round payoffs depend
critically on her response function.

6

Discussion

6.1

Determinants of response function class

In Section 4 we report the distribution of response function classes observed in our experiment. Here we explore
whether information collected in a post-experiment questionnaire (demographic variables), as well as responses
to four financially incentivized comprehension questions about the instructions, can be used to predict a subject’s
response function class.
Table 7 reports the estimates of a logistic regression with two dependent variable categories: 0 (base)—
non-to-weakly responsive subjects (Classes 3, 4, and 5), and 1—strongly responsive subjects (Classes 1 and 2),
and independent variables that consist of the demographic variables Sex (1 for male and 0 for female), GPA
(aggregate in-major GPA), EconBusiness (1 for economics or business major and 0 for other major), Course
(course year in major), and Eduparents (the composite education level of parents; rated from 0 to 6 where none
is 0, primary is 1, secondary is 2, and university is 3, for each parent), as well as dummy regressors for a correct
answer (1) in each of the comprehension test questions Q1 (tested understanding that payoffs were random
variables with probability mass possibly spread across the full support), Q2 (tested understanding that payoff
distributions changed from one task to the next), and Q3 and Q4, which tested understanding and reasoning
about the stationarity of alternatives’ payoff distributions across rounds of the same task. In particular, Question
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4 is precisely a test of whether stationarity is being neglected as the result of gambler’s fallacy type beliefs—that,
for example, upon yielding a low (high) first round payoff, the payoff distribution then experiences a FOSDincreasing (decreasing) shift (see, e.g., Tversky and Kahneman (1971) and Rabin (2002))—and Question 3 is
closely related (see Appendix A for the questions).30
Table 7: Logistic regression for subjects’ assignation to non-to-weakly responsive (0; base) versus strongly
responsive (1) response functions.
Regressor
Coefficient Standard error p-value
Q1
-0.88
0.58
0.13
Q2
0.13
0.89
0.89
Q3
1.21*
0.49
0.01
Q4
1.59*
0.79
0.04
Sex
-0.48
0.50
0.33
GPA
0.16
0.33
0.62
EconBusiness
-0.41
0.55
0.46
Course
0.12
0.18
0.51
Eduparents
0.09
0.15
0.56
Constant
-2.80
2.60
0.28
Note: Statistical significance (at the 5% level) is denoted by *.
The results displayed in Table 7 suggest that the demographic variables have no effect on determining
assignation to response function class. By contrast, we find that responding correctly to question 3 or 4 increases
the probability of being assigned to a strongly responsive class (both significant at the 5% level), whereas
questions 1 and 2 have no effect.31,32 These results suggest that behavioral biases such as the gambler’s fallacy
could potentially explain the presence of less responsive response functions. Further, that these misbeliefs
persisted despite us 1) taking great effort in the instructions to eradicate them, and 2) providing direct financial
incentives for subjects to overcome them (in the comprehension test), suggests that, in accordance with previous
research (see, e.g. Bar-Hillel and Wagenaar (1991)), these biases lie deep and are difficult to uproot.

6.2

How chosen payoff distributions affect payoffs

In Section 5 we study the payoff consequences of subjects’ response functions, given alternatives’ payoff distributions. When choosing what pairs of payoff distributions to use in our design, though we had many options, we
decided to select four pairs of distributions with first or second order stochastic dominance relations (see Table
1 in Section 3), as they allowed us not only to elicit the response functions of subjects, but also to illustrate
30

6 of our 100 subjects had a different version of one of the questions in the comprehension test, so they are excluded from the
analysis.
31
The average marginal effects of Q3 and Q4 on the probability of being assigned to the strongly responsive classes are substantial:
0.27 and 0.33, respectively.
32
If only the comprehension test questions are included as regressors, the estimated coefficients are similar; only questions 3 and
4 have significant effects, at the 1% and 5% levels, respectively. If only the demographic variables are included, the estimated
coefficients are similar, and none are significant.
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the theoretical predictions of Section 2 empirically, with effect sizes.33 Here, we briefly explore how subjects’
experienced payoffs, given their response functions, could have changed if we had instead given alternatives
different payoff distributions.
Behavior in our experiment reveals that Classes 1 and 2 contain “strongly responsive” subjects who use the
payoff of 3 Euros as a type of “reference point,” which separates high (greater than 3) and low (lower than 3)
payoffs; a high first round payoff almost always leads to the same alternative being chosen in the second round,
and a low first round payoff almost always leads to a switch to the other alternative in the second round. For
the decision tasks with payoff distributions ordered according to first-order stochastic dominance, this feature
of Class 1 and 2 response functions allowed these strongly responsive subjects higher expected payoffs in their
second-round choices than their less responsive counterparts, as is consistent with Propositions 1 and 2, and as
the results in Section 5 illustrate. The proof of Proposition 2, however, hints that there are other pairs of payoff
distributions (ordered according to first-order stochastic dominance) for which Classes 1 and 2 are outperformed
by other response functions.34 Fortunately, it is possible to “reverse engineer” the possible pairs of distributions
for which observed behavior performs the best. It is easy to see that subjects in Classes 1 and 2 perform the
best for pairs of payoff distributions in which the dominant distribution places all probability mass above the
reference point, and the dominated distribution places all probability mass below the reference point.

6.3

Different modeling approaches

In the minimal information learning environment we study, individuals initially have no information about the
shapes of the payoff distributions they choose between, yet they do experience one payoff, which can influence
their subsequent choice. Accordingly, our approach treats behavior as an instinctive and “primitive” response
rather than a more informed decision, or the outcome of a sophisticated process of thought.35
Despite the simplicity of this adaptive learning model—in which we assume only that an individual’s choice
33
While our design has the nice property that our elicitation of response functions is insensitive to the pairs of payoff distributions
that we selected (which were unknown to subjects), we could have also done the same with other pairs of payoff distributions.
34
For instance, consider a modified version of our Strong FOSD pair of distributions, in which the dominant distribution, instead
of placing 96% of the probability mass on x = 5, placed it on x = 2; notice that with this change, this distribution still first-order
stochastically dominates the other distribution. For such decision tasks our strongly responsive subjects would “over-experiment”
in the sense that a first round payoff of 2 would trigger her to switch alternatives in the second round, and thus switch out of the
dominant distribution. Similarly, if we had instead shifted the probability mass of the dominated distribution from 1 to 4, our
strongly responsive subjects would “under-experiment” in the sense that a first round payoff of 4 would trigger them to stay with
the same alternative in the second round, though this alternative is actually dominated. If subjects were to have response functions
that were increasing over {1, 2} and increasing over {4, 5}, this would mitigate the effects of "over" and "under" experimentation,
thus making these subjects relatively more likely to choose a dominant distribution in the second round. One example of such a
response function is the linear response function defined by θ(x) = .25(x − 1) for x = 1, 2, ..., 5. The average second round payoff of
the linear response function in decision tasks containing Weak FOSD payoff distributions, however, would be inferior to that of the
subjects in Classes 1 and 2.
35
Thus, one’s response function is somewhat reminiscent of the “level 0” type in level-K models of strategic thinking (see, e.g.,
Crawford et al. (2013)) in which level 0 beliefs reflect an instinctive reaction to the environment—one upon which “higher levels” of
thought can then be applied.
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to stay with the same alternative, or switch, can vary with experienced payoff—we can use it to estimate
heterogenous response functions across people, and to demonstrate how economic performance can depend
critically on the shape of one’s response function. On the other hand, there exist several well-known models
for analyzing repeated choice. They range from the most sophisticated models, which are based on Bayesian
updating, to the less sophisticated (adaptive learning), passing through, for instance, subjective expected utility
or choice under ambiguity. Accordingly, a natural thought, which relates to the present study, is that we might
extend our analysis of subjects’ behavior to also include more structured models from Decision Theory. This is
a challenging project that we choose to leave for future research. If individuals were informed about the exact
payoff distributions underlying each of the two alternatives they must choose between, then Expected Utility
Theory (EUT) would be a natural candidate benchmark with which to analyze the choice data.36 Of course,
instead of providing subjects with full information about payoff distributions we provided them with almost
none. On the other hand, had we instead provided less than full information, but still enough for subjects to
formulate a clear list of candidate payoff distributions for each alternative, and the probability distribution over
each alternative’s candidate distributions, then it would be natural to consider a model of decision making under
ambiguity (see, e.g., Neilson (2010)), in which the first round choice of each task is modeled as subject to two
well-defined priors (which the subject can formulate from the given information), and second round choice as
subject to one of those priors then being properly updated according to the round one payoff and the assumed
underlying structural uncertainty. However, we did not provide subjects with enough information to formulate
a clear list of candidate payoff distributions for each alternative, or each alternative’s probability distribution
over candidate payoff distributions, so it is not clear what priors they would formulate nor how they would
update. In fact, because we told subjects nothing about the shape of each payoff distribution, any attempt at
rationalizing individuals’ choices in the environment we study, by using EUT, Subjective Expected Utility, or
ambiguity theory, would require seemingly non-trivial assumptions to fill in these gaps.37

6.4

Extensions and relation with EUT

Our modeling approach allows for further novel tests that may reveal new insights about peoples’ more general
responsiveness to information about payoff distributions. For example, it may be fruitful to repeat the analysis
performed in this paper under various isomorphic experimental treatments, which differ only in how much
36

Nevertheless, experimental evidence indicates that decision makers may often have a clearer understanding of uncertain outcomes
than the probability distributions over those outcomes (see, e.g., Loomes (1998), Selten et al. (1999)), and systematically over-weight
experienced relative to observed information (see, e.g., Maniadis and Miller (2012), Simonsohn et al. (2008)).
37
Relatedly, it is not clear how a Bayesian approach, such as those followed in the analysis of multi-armed bandit problems with
infinite horizon (see, e.g, Rothschild (1974)), could be naturally applied here, given that the environment allows for just one learning
opportunity. Other approaches for analyzing decisions include Case-Based Decision Theory (e.g., Gilboa and Schmeidler (1995)),
Multiple Priors (e.g., Gilboa and Schmeidler (1989)), and Cumulative Prospect Theory (e.g., Tversky and Kahneman (1992)). All
of them, however, are more natural in richer information contexts than the one we study here.
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information about payoff distributions subjects are provided with. As subjects receive more information, then
the setting would appear to become increasingly well-suited for relatively more structural approaches such
as ambiguity theory, EUT, and related approaches. Nevertheless, if we were to observe in certain contexts,
for instance, that as subjects receive more information about payoff distributions, their response functions
change very little or not at all, then this would suggest that subjects (in rather primitive fashion) are relatively
weighing information from experienced payoffs much more than the information they are otherwise provided
about uncertain alternatives.
Another question of particular interest is how response functions relate to the Bernoulli utility functions
hypothesized by EUT. It may seem intuitive that these two types of functions should share the same shape for a
given individual. According to equation (2), if this were the case, then an individual’s response function would
be more likely to choose, in the second round, the alternative with the distribution the individual would prefer
if the distributions were known. We leave further development of this issue for future research.
On the other hand, if we restrict attention to minimal information environments, such as the one studied
here, then it may be natural to question whether the distribution of response function classes we observe in this
study also describes behavior in a broader class of choice tasks. While this question can only be fully answered
by future research, we see no reason to expect that it would not, given that our design is neutral, not itself
encouraging response functions of any particular shape (see Section 3). To the extent that we can in the future
converge on a representative distribution of classes, and understand the relationships existing between the payoff
distributions of real-word choice alternatives, we can then make stronger judgements about the fitness of the
response functions that we observe. For now, we consider the observed distribution of classes, viewed through
the lens of our theoretical results, to be an informative first step.
Lastly, in our experimental design subjects only observe (experience) a first round payoff from the alternative
they have chosen. In some applications, however, individuals may also observe the payoff they would have
obtained if they had instead chosen some other alternative (the forgone payoff). One can thus consider a
response function that now maps both own payoff and forgone payoff to the probability of choosing the same
alternative in the second round as in the first. Such a function may differ from the one we have studied here, in
terms of its probability of choosing first or second order stochastically dominant alternatives.

7

Appendix A: Instructions

Welcome!38
Before we get started, please make sure that your cell phones are turned off and that your desktops are empty.
38

The original instructions are in Spanish.
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Overview
In this experiment you will make choices in 40 tasks. You will be paid according to what choices you make. The
experiment should take around 45 minutes. After finishing the instructions you will make choices in 3 non-paid
practice tasks. After the practice tasks you will then take a short quiz, consisting of four questions which test
your understanding of the instructions of the experiment. For each correct answer in the quiz you will receive
25 cents, in addition to your payoffs in the paid experiment that follows.
Once you finish the quiz, you will have an opportunity to ask questions before beginning the experiment. At
this point, if you have a question, please raise your hand and remain silent. I will then come to you and answer
your question. Once there are no more questions we will begin the experiment in which you will make choices
in 40 tasks.
Upon finishing the 40 paid tasks you will be asked to fill out a short questionnaire. Once you have finished the
questionnaire we will calculate your payoffs. Finally, once your payoffs are calculated we will pay you, and you
are free to leave.
While we read through the instructions please keep in mind that there is a strict culture of honesty in economics
experiments, so throughout this experiment you will not be tricked in any way.
It is also very important that you do not look at other students’ monitors and do not communicate with any
other student until the experiment is over, and you have left the computer room. If you violate either of these
rules, unfortunately you will be asked to leave and you will not receive any money.
In the remainder of the instructions I will first tell you more about the choices you will be making, then I will
describe how your payoffs are determined.
Choice tasks
In each of the 40 choice tasks, there are two rounds, Round 1 and Round 2. In each round you will make one
choice between two alternatives. Each alternative will be represented on your computer screen by a rectangle.
Round 1: In Round 1 you will use the mouse to click on the alternative of your choice. In this alternative there
will then appear a number which will be your Round 1 payoff. This payoff will then disappear and you will see
the same two alternatives that you saw at the beginning of the round.
Round 2: In Round 2 you will again use the mouse to click on the alternative of your choice. In Round 2,
you will also receive a payoff from the chosen alternative, but unlike in Round 1, your Round 2 payoff will not
appear in the alternative (we will show you this payoff at the end of the experiment if you wish to see it). After
you make your Round 2 choice you will then move on to the next choice task (once all other participants have
also chosen an alternative in Round 2).
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Here is what you know about the two alternatives you are choosing between in each choice task:
1) The possible payoffs are 1,2,3,4, or 5 Euros.
2) For each alternative, each possible payoff has a (positive) probability.
3) For each alternative the probabilities of the 5 possible payoffs must sum to 1 (that is to say, each alternative
has a “probability distribution”).
4) The probability distribution is always different from one alternative to the other.
5) Each alternative has the same probability distribution in Round 1 and Round 2.
6) The probability distribution of an alternative can generate a payoff in Round 2 that is either the same as, or
different than, its Round 1 payoff.
The 6 conditions that we have just reviewed are true of every choice task; recall that each task consists of two
rounds. After finishing each task you will proceed to the next task. From one task to the next, the probability
distribution of each alternative will change. That is, within the same choice task, for each of the alternatives,
the payoff distribution in Round 1 is the same as the payoff distribution in Round 2. Then, when moving from
one task to the next, the payoff distributions for both alternatives change. Once you reach the next task, the
above 6 conditions hold again. In a moment, we will review these conditions once more.
Then, when moving from this task to the next, the payoff distributions for both alternatives will change again,
etc.
Keep in mind that in each choice task we have chosen the relative position in which the alternatives appear
on your screen at random, which means that nothing that you have observed in previous choice tasks is useful
for choosing between the two alternatives in Round 1. Nevertheless, the payoff that you observe in Round 1,
regardless of which alternative you chose, gives you information for your Round 2 choice in that same choice
task: although you do not know the probability distributions of each alternative when you make your Round
1 choice, the payoff that you observe shows you something about the alternative you selected. For example,
imagine that you have chosen the alternative on the left in Round 1, and that your payoff is 3 Euros. The
information that you have just received is limited, because now you have just learned a little bit about the
probability distribution of the alternative on the left, and you have learned nothing more about the probability
distribution of the alternative on the right. Nevertheless, you can use this information in your Round 2 choice of
alternative: if you want the distribution of payoffs in Round 2 to be the same as the distribution that generated
the observed Round 1 payoff, then you can choose the same alternative. If you want the distribution of payoffs in
Round 2 to be different than the distribution that generated the observed Round 1 payoff, then you can choose
the other alternative.
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Payoffs
Your payoffs are determined by the SUM of your Round 1 payoff and two times your Round 2 payoff, for 1
of the 40 choice tasks in the experiment. This task was selected at random, from the 40 tasks, before the
experiment (we have the number corresponding to this task in a sealed envelope that we are happy to open for
you when the experiment is over, if you wish). Observe that the Round 2 payoff counts double the Round 1
payoff.
This means that you can earn between 3 and 16 Euros, depending on your decisions in the 40 choice tasks, and
your responses to the quiz. Now we will show you the conditions under which you could receive the minimum
payoff (3 Euros) or alternatively the maximum payoff (16 Euros), as examples meant to illustrate how your
payoff will be determined:
3 Euros:
Round 1 Payoff:

+ 1 Euro

Round 2 Payoff:

+ 1*2 Euros

Payoff on the Quiz:

+0

Euros

——————————————–
3

Total:

Euros

16 Euros:
Round 1 Payoff:

+5

Euros

Round 2 Payoff:

+ 5*2 Euros

Payoff on the Quiz:

+1

Euros

——————————————–
Total:

16

Euros

Once you finish the 40 choice tasks we ask that you remain in your seats until all of the other participants have
also finished. At this point you should fill out the questionnaire so that we can calculate your payoffs. Once
we have your payoffs ready we will call you up to the front of the room, individually, and we will give you
your payoffs. We ask that you quietly gather your belongings before coming to the front of the room. Once
you receive your payment you are free to leave. At this time you can also ask to see the contents of the sealed
envelope containing the randomly selected number which determined which task you were paid for.
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Summary
There are a total of 40 tasks. In each task there are two rounds. In each round you will choose one of two
alternatives. The chosen alternative will generate a payoff for you in each round, but you will only observe
this payoff for your Round 1 choice. The alternative that you choose in each round will give you an initial
payoff of 1,2,3,4, or 5 Euros, but when we pay you at the conclusion of the experiment, the Round 2 payoff
will be multiplied by 2. The probability distribution of obtaining each of these payoffs remains fixed for an
alternative across the two rounds of a single choice task, but always differs from one alternative to the other.
In addition, remember that from one choice task to the next, the probability distribution of each alternative
always changes. Remember that in each choice task the relative position in which each alternative appears on
your screen is selected at random, which means that nothing that you have observed in previous choice tasks is
useful for choosing between the two alternative in Round 1. Furthermore, remember that the payoff you observe
after your choice in Round 1 teaches you something about the chosen alternative. Therefore, you can use this
information when choosing an alternative in Round 2 of the same choice task. One of the 40 choice tasks is
chosen at random in order to determine your payoffs. Your total payoff at the conclusion of the experiment
will be your payoff in Round 1, plus twice your payoff in Round 2, plus up to 1 additional Euro if you respond
correctly to the quiz. Thus, depending on your decisions, you can earn between 3 and 16 Euros. Once all of
the participants have finished the experiment and the questionnaire, and we have calculated the payoffs for each
participant, we ask that you wait silently for us to (individually) call you to the front of the room, at which
point we will pay you. Once you receive your money you are free to leave.
Practice tasks
You will now participate in 3 non-paid practice tasks. These non-paid practice tasks differ from the paid tasks
that follow in only three ways:
1) The choices that you make in these three tasks do not have any effect on what we pay you at the conclusion
of the experiment.
2) After you have selected an alternative in Round 2 of each choice task we will show you a screen with generic
probability distributions for each alternative from the task that you just finished. We show you this information
in order to emphasize that the probabilities of each alternative do not change from Round 1 to Round 2 of the
same choice task, but then they always change from one choice task to the next. You will only observe the payoff
that you obtain in Round 1, just like in the paid tasks. Then, we will represent your Round 2 payoff with an
X for the first task, with a Y for the second task, and with a Z for the third task. All you know is that X, Y,
and Z are each equal to 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5, without knowing their exact payoffs. By contrast, in the 40 paid choice
tasks we will not show you this screen with the generic probability distributions and payoffs. We show them
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to you here in order to emphasize what is the information that you know in each choice task, and what is the
information that you do not know.
3) The probability distributions that we use in the practice tasks are NOT the same distributions that generate
your payoffs in the 40 paid choice tasks. Once everybody has finished the practice tasks we will notify you when
it is time to start the quiz. Then, following an opportunity to ask questions, you will start the 40 paid choice
tasks.
You will now start the practice tasks.
You will now start the quiz.
TEST
1.- Suppose that in Round 1 of one of the choice tasks you choose one of the alternatives, for example, the one
on the Left. Now, if in Round 2 of the same choice task you choose the same alternative, your payoff in Round
2:
a. may be different than your payoff in Round 1, but both payoffs were selected from the same probability
distribution.
b. will always be the same as the Round 1 payoff.
c. will always be different than the Round 1 payoff.
Message: Correct/Incorrect. Your Round 2 payoff may be different than your payoff from Round 1, but
both payoffs were generated by the same probability distribution. In particular, the Round 2 payoff does not
necessarily have to be the same, or different, as the Round 1 payoff.
2.- Suppose that in Round 1 of one of the choice tasks, let’s say Task 20, you have chosen one of the alternatives,
let’s say the one on the right, and you have received a certain payoff. Now, if in the next choice task (Task 21),
you again choose the alternative on the right, either in Round 1 or in Round 2, then it follows that:
a. In Task 21 you will obtain the same payoff as in Task 20.
b. In Task 21 you will obtain the same payoff with the same probability as in Task 20.
c. None of the above, as the probability distribution over obtainable payoffs changes from one task to the next,
and the payoff obtained in one choice task does not affect the probabilities of obtaining each possible payoff in
a different choice task.
Message: Correct/ Incorrect. The probability distribution over obtainable payoffs changes from one task to
the next, and the payoff obtained in one choice task does not affect the probabilities of obtaining each possible
payoff in a different choice task.
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3.- Which of the following statements is correct?
a. The Round 1 choice in each choice task is very important given that I can use the information from previous
choice tasks in order to guess which alternative is more likely to generate a larger payoff.
b. Observing the payoff obtained in Round 1 of each task can be useful for the Round 2 choice in the same task,
given that we know that if we select the same alternative in Round 2 as in Round 1 the distribution of payoffs
is the same in Round 2 as it was in Round 1, while if we choose the other alternative, the distribution of payoffs
for the alternative chosen in Round 2 will be different than it was in Round 1.
c. None of the above.
Message: Correct/Incorrect. The correct response is b, because in order for the distribution of payoffs in
Round 2 to be the same as the distribution that generated the payoff in Round 1, then we must choose the same
alternative, while in order for the distribution of payoffs in Round 2 to be different than the distribution that
generated the payoff in Round 1, then we must choose the other alternative. Response a. is false because the
distributions of both alternatives change from one choice task to the next, and the order of the alternatives is
selected at random; therefore the information obtained from previous choice tasks is irrelevant for choosing in
Round 1.
4. Which of the following statements is true?
a. Within a choice task, if I obtain a large payoff in Round 1, and then I choose the same alternative in Round
2, the probability of obtaining a large payoff in Round 2 is less than it was in Round 1. Therefore, if I choose
the same alternative again in Round 2 it is very unlikely that I obtain another large payoff.
b. Within a choice task, if I obtain a small payoff in Round 1, and then I choose the same alternative in Round
2, the probability of obtaining a small payoff in Round 2 is less than it was in Round 1. Therefore, if I choose
the same alternative again in Round 2 it is very unlikely that I obtain another small payoff.
c. None of the above.
Message: Correct/Incorrect. The correct response is c., none of the above. The statements in a. and b. are
false because if you choose the same alternative in Rounds 1 and 2 of the same choice task then the distribution
of payoffs in each round is exactly the same. In particular, if your Round 1 payoff was large this does not mean
that the probability of getting a large payoff is then lower in Round 2 than it was in Round 1. Analogously, if
your Round 1 payoff was small this does not mean that the probability of getting a small payoff is then lower in
Round 2 than it was in Round 1.
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Appendix B: Estimation and inference procedures

8.1

Parameter estimation by the EM algorithm

We denote the parameter estimates at the nth iteration by

Ψ(n) :=





(n)
(n) 5
πi , αi,k

k=1

N
,
i=1

for n = 0, 1, 2... Starting with some initial values Ψ(0) , the algorithm iterates through the E- and M-step until
the likelihood function L (Ψ; Y, X) converges.39 In the E-step of the nth iteration, we take the expected value
of the complete-data log-likelihood lc holding the current set of parameters fixed. Conditioned on previous
40
iterates of the value parameter vector Ψ(n−1) , and taking the data (yj,t )40
t=1 and (xj,t )t=1 as fixed, zi,j is the only

random variable which we integrate over to compute the expected value of the complete log-likelihood function,
EΨ(n−1) [lc (Ψ; Y, X)]. Using Bayes’ rule, and denoting the (conditional) expected value of zi,j given Y; X and
Ψ(n−1) , we have

(n−1)

τi,j

= EΨ(n−1) [zi,j |Y, X]
= PΨ(n−1) [zi,j = 1|Y, X]



Q40  (n−1) yj,t 
(n−1) 1−yj,t
1 − pi,j,t
πi
t=1 pi,j,t

,
=

Q40  (n−1) yj,t 
PN
(n−1) 1−yj,t
1 − pi0 ,j,t
t=1 pi0 ,j,t
i0 =1 πi0

where PΨ(n−1) [zi,j = 1|Y, X] is the conditional probability that zi,j = 1, given Y, X and using the parameters
Ψ(n−1) ; and


(n−1)

pi,j,t

=

(n−1)
αi



exp xj,t ·

.
(n−1)
1 + exp xj,t · αi

Thus, in the E-step on the nth iteration, we compute


Q Ψ; Ψ(n−1)
:= EΨ(n−1) [lc (Ψ; Y, X)]
=

100 X
N
X
j=1 i=1

(n−1)
τi,j

log (πi ) +

40
X

!
(yj,t log (pi,j,t ) + (1 − yj,t ) log (1 − pi,j,t )) .

t=1

39

When the likelihood function is multimodal, the EM algorithm estimates can be dependent on the choice of initial
values. We choose to use 100 sets of random initial values through a process described in page 54 of McLachlan and
Peel
process
alleviates
maxima in the likelihood function. The convergence criterion is
  (2004). This


 the effects of local

(n)
(n−1)
(n−1)
L Ψ ; Y, X − L Ψ
; Y, X /L Ψ
; Y, X < 10−2 (the default setting in the flexmix R package).
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In the M-step of the nth iteration, we maximize Q Ψ; Ψ(n−1) with respect to the parameters Ψ, under the
P
(n) , are given by
constraint N
i=1 πi = 1. The optimal values for π, denoted by π

(n)
πi

(n−1)
j=1 τi,j

P100
=

100

,

for i = 1, ..., N .

The roots of the derivatives of Q Ψ; Ψ(n−1) with respect to αi , for i = 1, ..., N , cannot be solved analytically.


(n) N
Hence, αi
are obtained using a Newton method or quasi-Newton method. We apply the EM algorithm
i=1

through the flexmix R package (see, e.g., Grün and Leisch (2007) and Grün and Leisch (2008)) which utilizes
the optim toolkit for general purpose optimization (see, e.g., R Core Team (2013)).

8.2

Confidence intervals and inference

It can be shown that under suitable regularity conditions, the maximum likelihood estimates of a mixture model
are asymptotically normal (e.g., Redner and Walker (1984) and Example 4.2.2 of Amemiya (1985)). Thus
applying either Theorem 3.1 of Redner and Walker (1984) or Theorem 4.2.4 of Amemiya (1985), we obtain that

√ 
J Ψ̂ − Ψ0 converges to a normal distribution with mean 0 and covariance matrix I (Ψ0 )−1 as J gets large,
where Ψ0 is a consistent root of the score function, and I (Ψ0 ) is the Fisher information matrix evaluated at Ψ0 .
Assuming that J is large enough for the asymptotics to apply, we can approximate the (1 − α) × 100%
confidence interval for the k th element of Ψ0 with

 −1
 −1 
ˆ
ˆ
Ψ̂k − zα/2 I Ψ̂
, Ψ̂k + z1−α/2 I Ψ̂
kk

kk


where zα/2 and z1−α/2 are the 100 α2 th and 100 1 − α2 th percentiles of the standard normal distribution, re −1
is the kth row and kth column element of the matrix
spectively, Ψ̂k is the kth element of Ψ̂, and Iˆ Ψ̂
kk
 −1
 
Iˆ Ψ̂
. Here Iˆ Ψ̂ is a consistent estimate of the Fisher information matrix which in our case is taken to be
the numerical Hessian of the log-likelihood function, evaluated at Ψ̂.
To compute the maximum likelihood estimate for θi,k , we simply use the transformation

θ̂i,k :=

eα̂i,k
1 + eα̂i,k

for each i and k. Similarly, the confidence interval for θi,k are computed with the corresponding transformations
of the lower and upper bounds of the interval for αi,k . These confidence intervals appear in Figure 2 and Table
2.
k
We can also compute the confidence intervals for a new observation in each of the classes. Let (yJ+1,t )R
t=1 and
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k
(xJ+1,t )R
t=1 be such a new observation where zi,J+1 is known to equal 1, and xJ+1,t = k for each t. The number of

trials (i.e., the number of observations of the payoff k in the first round) is taken to be Rk = b40P [xJ+1,t = k]c;
the floor of the expected number of times an individual observes a payoff of k. Here, the floor operator is used
to construct intervals which are conservative with respects to the number of trials.
The estimated proportion of switches for individual J + 1 at payoff k is given as
PRk

t=1 yJ+1,t

q̂i,J+1,k :=

Rk

.



The estimated proportion has estimated mean θ̂i,k and variance θ̂i,k 1 − θ̂i,k /Rk using a binomial argument.
Thus, we can approximate the 100 (1 − α) % confidence interval of the true proportion of switching qi,J+1,k for
the new individual with the approximate normal interval

v
v

 


u
u
u θ̂i,k 1 − θ̂i,k
u θ̂i,k 1 − θ̂i,k





t
t
 , min 1, q̂i,J+1,k + z1−α/2
 .
max 0, q̂i,J+1,k − zα/2





Rk
Rk




The probability that xJ+1,t = k for each k is derived using Table 1. This is the procedure used to generate
the intervals for Figure 3.

8.3

Hypothesis testing
(x̄)

(x̄)

In Section 5, we test two types of hypotheses, the mean-type H0 : µi,ρ −µi0 ,ρ ≤ 0 and the variance-type hypotheses
(s2 )
( s2 )
H0 : µi,ρ − µi0 ,ρ ≥ 0, where ρ ∈ {sf, wf, ss, ws} is the type of first or second-order stochastic dominance, and
i 6= i0 are the classes between which we are testing. Under the mean-type null hypothesis, class i is said to have
a smaller mean payoff than class i0 within the tasks in Tρ , and similarly under the variance-type null hypothesis,
class i has greater payoff variance than class i0 within the tasks in Tρ .
( s2 )
(x̄)
In order to test these two types of hypotheses, we need to compute the sample statistics µ̂i,ρ and µ̂i,ρ
for each i and ρ from the individual data x̄1,ρ , ..., x̄J,ρ and s21,ρ , ..., s2J,ρ , respectively. Because the parametric
distributions of x̄1,ρ , ..., x̄J,ρ and s21,ρ , ..., s2J,ρ are unknown, we use a two-sample permutation method to test the
hypotheses non-parametrically.
The permutation tests applied are of the form described in Sections 3.6 and 3.7 of Good (2005) and imple(x̄)

(x̄)

mented through the perm R package (see, e.g., Fay and Shaw (2010)). The steps for testing H0 : µi,ρ − µi0 ,ρ ≤ 0
are
1. Set the number of permutations M .
(x̄)

(x̄)

2. Compute the difference statistic D = µ̂i,ρ − µ̂i0 ,ρ .
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3. Combine the sample mean payoffs from classes i and i0 into the set S = {x̄j,ρ : j ∈ Ji ∪ Ji0 }.
4. For m = 1 to M ,
(a) Randomly partition S into the sets Si and Si0 with |Ji | and |Ji0 | observations from S, respectively.
P
P
(b) Compute the mth permutation statistic Dm = |Ji | −1 j∈Si x̄j,ρ − |Ji0 | −1 j∈S 0 x̄j,ρ .
i



P
I
[D
<
D
]
where
5. Estimate the p-value of the test by (M + 1)−1 1 + M
m
m=1

I [D < Dm ] =




1 if D > Dm ,


0 otherwise.

(s2 )
(s2 )
For tests of the variance type, we simply replace step 2 and 4 (b) with D = µ̂i,ρ − µ̂i0 ,ρ and Dm =
P
P
|Ji | −1 j∈Si s2j,ρ − |Ji0 | −1 j∈S 0 s2j,ρ , respectively. Since the permutation test is Monte Carlo in nature, the
i

obtained p-values are random, but the (unreported) 99% confidence intervals of the p-values reveal that all the
tests computed in Section 5 remain significant when this randomness is taken into account.40
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